“A freedom-fighter is a slave to freedom.”
~ Mokokoma Mokhonoana ~

"Letters from the Cassandra Society"

by John Thompson
Ideas do have Consequences
A lot of Muslim Canadians came here to get away from Islam and Islamists.
Continuing to tolerate the presence of Muslim Brotherhood activists,
Salafists and the agents of the Mullahs of Iran has been one of the most
dysfunctional aspects of Canada’s security and immigration policies.
The debate over the worth and future of Islam is going to grow,
particularly in the Middle East. It behooves us to pay careful attention and
watch developments closely… and keep a careful watch at the refugee
claimants of the coming years. They may well be the people so many
Muslim Canadians fled from in the first place.
Read more > https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/ideas-do-have-consequences/
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Canada
Canada eyeing meeting with Iranian officials in
Ottawa despite controversies
The federal government is making plans to meet with officials from the
Iranian regime in Ottawa, despite friction over the Middle East state’s
deadly crackdown on peaceful protesters, repeated cyberattacks on the
Canadian government and the death of at least one Canadian citizen in a
Tehran jail.
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/politics/article-canada-eyeing-meetingwith-iranian-officials-in-ottawa-despite/

Trudeau: ‘We will not apologize’ for valuing
abortion over free speech
Liberal Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has defended Canada’s new proabortion summer jobs grant attestation, arguing that his government’s proabortion values take precedence over the beliefs of program participants.
Even some pro-abortion members of Parliament have called the attestation
a step too far. “There is nobody who believes that the Prime Minister is
committed to free speech when he punishes all those in this country who
do not agree with his personal point of view,” Conservative leader Andrew
Scheer said.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/trudeau-we-will-not-apologize-forvaluing-abortion-over-free-speech

Controversial Islamic groups receive Canada
Summer Jobs Grants
The Trudeau government has used the controversial Canada Summer Jobs
Grant to fund an Islamic group with terror ties, and another with a history
of anti-gay rhetoric, the Sun has learned. According to a government
database listing recipients of the Canada Summer Jobs grant, both the

Canada Arab Federation (CAF) and the Anatolia Islamic Centre have been
approved for federal funding in 2018.
http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/malcolm-controversial-islamicgroups-receive-canada-summer-jobs-grants

Get Ready For The Trudeau Liberals To Demonize
Canadians Worried About The Border Crisis
According to Trudeau-appointed Senator Ratna Omidvar: “Let’s be honest.
The common thread of today’s populism is anti-immigration. This populism
legitimizes xenophobia and encourage the separation of people into “us”
and “them”. It creates a politics that sees the other not simply as different,
but as different and therefor dangerous. Adversaries become enemies.”
Omidvar thinks that thousands of people crossing illegally isn’t a crisis, but
people talking about it is a crisis. Interesting ‘logic.’
https://www.spencerfernando.com/2018/05/03/get-ready-for-the-trudeauliberals-to-demonize-canadians-worried-about-the-border-crisis/

Watch Michelle Rempel grill the Minister of
Immigration Ahmed Hussen
With Trudeau's changes, only one in ten 'economic' immigrants now apply
to enter Canada with a job lined up. Watch Michelle grill the Minister on
this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWnS5nJoxJ4

'Poor' asylum seekers dump expensive electronics
by Candice Malcolm
Toronto Sun has found evidence that casts doubt on what the Trudeau
government has been telling us about the flood of asylum seekers crossing
into Canada on foot. We have been told that these refugees are poor
migrants. Thousands of dollars of electronics and phones were found by
the Toronto Sun, discarded near a popular illegal border crossing on
Roxham Rd. in rural Quebec. A brand-new iPhone X, retailing between
$1300 and $1600 — plus taxes — was found thrown into a ditch about a
metre from the border.

http://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/malcolm-poor-asylum-seekersdump-expensive-electronics

The Trudeau government is not enforcing
Canada’s immigration laws, and I found proof
The Trudeau government needs to explain why they are not enforcing the
border laws.
https://twitter.com/CandiceMalcolm/status/991109653655244800

Status of Women Canada: Paints a Misleading
Portrait of Muslim Women by Barbara Kay
Canadians have been led to believe, not least by our Prime Minister,
Canadian Muslims were enduring something approaching a scourge of
bigotry. It was this perception that fueled Motion 103 and its call for more
“research” into hate crimes against Muslims. Tapley’s report makes it clear
that this research has been done, and that Muslims have no evidencebased claim for a special “Day of Action” or for special treatment in
general. In fact, at least where other cultures are concerned, Canadians
can take pride in their general level of inclusivity.
https://www.thepostmillennial.com/status-of-women-canada-paints-amisleading-portrait-of-muslim-women/

Trudeau wants to let anyone with a driver's licence
vote — like those 50,000 Syrian migrants
Justin Trudeau has introduced an extremely long and complicated new bill,
called Bill C-76, to change our elections laws. Here's one key passage.
Voters will require: "...one piece of identification issued by a Canadian
government, whether federal, provincial or local, or an agency of that
government, that contains a photograph of the elector and his or her name
and address.” Do you notice what’s missing there? Being a citizen.
https://www.therebel.media/ezra_levant_show_may_01_2018?safari_redir
ect

Major Neo-Nazi Figures Recruiting in Montreal
One of North America’s most influential neo-Nazis lives in Montreal and is
organizing a white supremacist network on the island. Maxime Fiset, a
reformed neo-Nazi, says “We need to address this because they’re living in

very dark corners of the web, without any boundaries, without any limits,
without any structure or counter narrative,” Fiset said. “These guys are just
alone, evolving together, in what becomes more and more violent
ideologies, and it’s not getting any better. We’re just starting to realize that
we have a ticking time bomb on our hands.”
http://montrealgazette.com/news/local-news/major-neo-nazi-figurerecruiting-in-montreal

An inability to be a leader on pipelines will be the
ruin of Justin Trudeau by Conrad Black
For two-and-a-half years, the Justin Trudeau government has been
preoccupied with full-body immersion in politically correct pandering to
native people, gender warriors, and eco-alarmists, in fiscal extravagance,
collective apologies, and Peter Pan posturing in the world. Failure to get
some movement on pipelines will sink this government.
http://www.conradmblack.com/1388/an-inability-to-be-a-leader-onpipelines-will-be

Main stream media think “hate speech” is far more
dangerous than death threats
I guess the mistake Ms. Solomon made was talking about Islam after
leaving. And the media has no interest at all. They only come out for “hate
speech” AKA Islamophobia. Death threats? Not so much.
https://dianebederman.com/main-stream-media-think-hate-speech-is-farmore-dangerous-than-death-threats/

Quebec: Muslim event for children pledging to
“wear hijab for life” canceled, “far right” groups
blamed
An annual event that celebrates the “decision” of girls aged nine to 12 to
wear the hijab for life was canceled in Quebec. Indoctrination rather than
integration is the message that is continuously given to these youngsters,
but the group’s plan was interrupted this time by so-called “far right”
groups who allegedly “forced a Muslim community group in Montreal to
move an event twice in two days after both venues faced pressure from
them.”

https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/05/quebec-muslim-event-for-childrenpledging-to-wear-hijab-for-life-canceled-far-right-groups-blamed

Is every woman who disagrees with the Finance
Minister a Neanderthal?
Watch Bill Morneau as Rachael Harder asks him to apologize to Lisa
Raitt for calling her a Neanderthal. She also points out that many Canadian
women don’t agree with his budget. Are they also Neanderthals? .... be
sure to watch till the end. Her final question reveals the full measure of the
Minister’s arrogance.
https://www.facebook.com/RachaelHarderMP/videos/vb.325227794269092
/1001115823346949/?type=2&theater

Michelle Rempel - Trudeau's minister of
immigration Ahmed Hussen avoids issue of legality
of ritual clitorectomies
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vOOIFNZUYno&t=30s

We’re Being Colonized—With Ottawa’s Help
We cannot protect our Canadian rights and freedoms if we allow them to
be sold to the highest bidder…or highest donor. The colonization of Canada
by Islam, the political arm of the Muslim faith, is getting a lot of help from
Ottawa, too. So—do we really stand on guard for Canada, glorious and
free? Or will we allow ourselves to become a colony in submission to the
Caliphate? It’s time to stand up with the CHP and all freedom-loving
Canadians and oppose creeping Sharia. Otherwise, hold out your wrists,
and accept your shackles.
We urge you to read this 3 part series – excellent information.
https://www.chp.ca/commentary/were-being-colonizedwith-ottawashelppart-1
https://www.chp.ca/commentary/were-being-colonizedwith-ottawashelppart-2

https://www.chp.ca/commentary/were-being-colonizedwith-ottawashelppart-3

Freedom of Speech
Another cultural institution succumbs to Jordan
Peterson hysteria by Barbara Kay
The Montreal Press Club finds it unconscionable, not to mention deeply
ironic, that professionals in a prestigious cultural organization honouring
writing should defer to a single troublemaker motivated by extreme bias
rather than do the requisite due diligence that would have put them in
possession of what should be for their organization the single pertinent fact
about Jordan Peterson: he is disliked by people holding far-left views, but
his writings, podcasts, videos and public appearances always fall well
within the boundaries of civil discourse.
http://nationalpost.com/opinion/barbara-kay-another-cultural-institutionsuccumbs-to-jordan-peterson-hysteria

Multiculturalism
The Multiculturalism Umbrella: Islam's
Manufactured Wool

Ever since the massive arrival of Muslims to the Western hemisphere, our
Western culture and world have been forever altered, thanks to the
ceaseless attempts of the left to force a failing Utopian Multiculturalism
paradise down the throats of its unsuspecting citizens.
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2018/05/the_multiculturalism_u
mbrella_islams_manufactured_wool.html#ixzz5EOEQp4i2

Immigration – The
Hijrah
Migration Madness Syndrome by Dr. Bill Warner
To understand Islamic migration today, it is imperative to understand the
concept of hijra. The hijra dates to the time of Mohammed when he left
Mecca and moved to Medina where he became a warlord and politician.
Mohammed’s migration, or hijra, is so important to the success of Islam
that it is the basis for the Islamic calendar. Hijra is a form of soft jihad and
is quite effective for spreading Islam.
https://www.politicalislam.com/migration-madness

Dr. Bill Warner, PhD: Hijra, Islamic Migration
The purpose of migration is to start jihad. The purpose of jihad is to
establish the Sharia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw9lpvjfhVk&feature=youtu.be&utm_
source

Amid all the caravan posturing, the terrorists are
still out there, trying to get in
The migrant caravan organizers may think they've seized the "narrative" in
their bid to open the borders, using Central American migrants as their
wedge, but Homeland Security boss Kirstjen Nielsen has put the matter in
perspective. Speaking to Fox News, she warned that fifteen terrorists a
day are trying to get into the United States one way or another. That's how
many they know about. How many others, we don't know.

https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/05/amid_all_the_caravan_po
sturing_the_terrorists_are_still_out_there_trying_to_get_in.html#ixzz5EOH
AteFw

In Germany, 200 migrants attack police cars sent
to deport one migrant, force police to flee
This story makes it clear: the police are not in charge in Germany. The
migrants are. This is more of the poison fruit of Merkel’s suicidal
immigration policies. She has inundated Germany with migrants without
any idea of how difficult, and indeed, well-nigh impossible, to assimilate
them. Migrants who have nothing but contempt for the culture and
authorities of their new land are not going to assimilate. The future is only
going more incidents like this one.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/05/germany-migrants-attack.html/

Greece “overwhelmed” as Muslim migrants surge
across Turkish border, situation “on verge of
spinning out of control”
The Greeks believe that the sudden influx is no accident, and that the
Turkish government — which has repeatedly threatened to allow millions of
migrants to flood Europe if demands on money, visa-free travel, and
progress on its EU membership application are not met — is deliberately
loosening its borders in order to put pressure on European governments.
The only hope left for all of Europe is a grassroots awakening of the
people; their leaders have abandoned them.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/05/greece-overwhelmed-as-muslimmigrants-surge-across-turkish-border-situation-on-verge-of-spinning-outof-control

ISIS “is driving mass migration from Africa to send
jihadists into Europe,” “Syria was bad, but wait
until a region with 500 million people is
destabilised”
In February, the Islamic State warned us that they would send half a
million Muslim migrants into Europe — an army against the West. The
hijrah. In May 2015, I further reported that the Islamic State was

smuggling large numbers of Muslim “migrants” into Europe and making a
fortune doing it. And in July 2015, I warned that hundreds of ISIS
members planned on infiltrating Europe, together with masses of refugees
from Libya, Syria, and Iraq. They did, and horror ensued: the savage
attacks in Paris, Nice, Brussels, Berlin, mass rapes across the continent,
while outdoor markets, music festivals, fairs, etc. are choice targets for
jihad murder. Europe is forever changed, and not for the good.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/04/millions-more-migrants-europe.html/

High-ranking British pol gets the boot for...wanting
to enforce immigration law
Amber Rudd, British Home Office secretary for almost two years, turned in
her resignation on April 30. Her letter to the prime minister states that she
"inadvertently misled the Members of Parliament." The real issue was
related to her strict policies on treating illegal aliens. Maybe placing a guy
with a Muslim background in the position of the Home Office secretary will
help Britain in dealing with its numerous problems regarding illegal
immigration.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/04/highranking_british_pol_g
ets_the_boot_forwanting_to_enforce_immigration_law.html#ixzz5EFnhYZG
v

Two prime ministers, two views
While he was prime minister, Tony Blair's government opened up the U.K.
to increased Muslim immigration. Mr. Blair did that in part to further the
myopic and misguided policy of promoting multiculturalism and currying
favor with the politically correct European Union. What did Britons get in
return from these misguided policies of increased Muslim
immigration?? They got terrorism, hatred of Britain and the British way of
life, and the growth of a huge homegrown Islamic boil that is bound to
burst with dire consequences for the country.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/05/two_prime_ministers_two
_views.html

Twitter, Facebook
Blasphemy Laws on Social Media with Dr. Gad Saad

It is beyond Orwellian. It is beyond Kafkaesque. There are no words to
describe the unfolding reality. Jamie Glazov shut down by Twitter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gh1KHNjjydc&feature=youtu.be

Heritage Foundation Defends Facebook’s ‘Right’ to
Censor, Will Oppose Regulation


The spineless, gutless, useless right. Yes, of course Facebook is a private
company. But it is also a monopoly, and it has more power over the means
of communication today than any totalitarian government ever had. The
Heritage Foundation will defend Facebook’s legal right as a “private
company” to censor content and will oppose attempts to regulate the tech
giant, according to the think tank’s senior research fellow for technology,
Klon Kitchen. In an interview with Breitbart News, Kitchen argued that as a
private company, Facebook has the right to censor content at will.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/05/heritage-facebook-regulation.html/

Twitter Bans Criticism of Islam
The temporary suspension of Jamie's Twitter account was a statement
from Twitter that Islam may not be criticized. There's nothing wrong with
Hamas calling for a campaign against 'Judaisation". There is something
wrong with speaking out against the abuse of women in Islam.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/point/270079/twitter-bans-criticism-islamdaniel-greenfield

Islamophobia
Turkey Calls on Europe to Criminalize
"Islamophobia"
Urging all politicians to recognize Islamophobia as "a hate crime and a
form of racism" in their constitutions, Çavuşoğlu accused European
judiciaries of applying a double standard by not paying as much attention
to Islamophobia as they do to anti-Semitism. Using the Holocaust as an
analogy, he continued: "There is no need to relive Auschwitz or wait for
Muslims to be burned in gas chambers like Jewish people."

https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12226/turkey-criminalize-islamophobia

UK: Victim of Muslim rape gang raped by 70 men
by age 13; authorities did nothing for fear of
“Islamophobia” charges
Why? For fear of being called “racist” and “Islamophobic.” The British
authorities have sacrificed much of a generation of their nation’s girls to
that fear, thus making it likely that their country has no future except one
of civil war, Sharia, and subjugation.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/04/uk-victim-of-muslim-rape-gangraped-by-70-men-by-age-13-authorities-did-nothing-for-fear-ofislamophobia-charges

Around the World
Afghanistan
Kabul Suicide Bombing Leaves 30 Dead, Including
At Least Eight Journalists
ISIS claimed responsibility for the attacks in a statement on the social
media app Telegram, according to CNN. The group said a "martyrdom
brother" blew his explosive vest up among a group of "apostates." They
identified the first bomber as Qaqaa al-Kurdi and the second as Khalil alQurshi, but did not provide evidence of their claims.
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/laurettabrown/2018/04/30/isis-claimsresponsibility-for-kabul-suicide-bombing-that-left-25-dead-including-9journalists-n2475979

France
Migrant Camps Force ‘Grand Paris’ Race Organisers
to Cancel Event

Organisers have had to cancel the “Grand Paris” ten-kilometre run because
the makeshift migrant camps that have sprung up along the banks of the
Saint-Denis canal have made the route impossible to safely navigate. The
cancellation of the Grand Paris race is not the first time the makeshift
camps have had an effect on the area around them.
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/05/03/migrant-camps-force-grandparis-race-organisers-cancel-event/

Greece
Only 7% of refugees in Greece’s largest refugee
camp are women and children
92.8% of the camps inhabitants are men, who probably left their women
and children behind in violent, war-torn countries, or may be motivated by
other reasons to come to Europe. While women and children always need
good and safe conditions, it is important to discern which “refugees” may
pose a danger to the Greek people.
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/04/only-7-of-refugees-in-greeces-largestrefugee-camp-are-women-and-children/

Iran
Iran lied (still does), people died, Obama hides
Iran lied about its nuclear weapons development. Iran is developing
nuclear weapons. Iran continues to lie. Speaking in English to reach the
widest international audience possible, Israel's Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu presented Iran's own documents, videos, blueprints, and files,
proving what opponents of the Iran agreement stated three years ago:
Iran lied about its nuclear weapons development. Iran is developing
nuclear weapons. Iran continues to lie.
https://www.americanthinker.com/blog/2018/04/iran_lied_still_does_peopl
e_died_obama_hides.html#ixzz5EFkqK8jy

Trump's Three Conditions for Fixing the Iran Deal
Are Now Imperative

What the assorted apologists for the Iran nuclear deal have failed to grasp
is a simple distinction: the difference between suspicions and confirmation.
The IAEA based its assessments on "over a thousand pages" of
documents; now we have a hundred thousand. The miniature minds of the
apologists are simply incapable of grasping the historic magnitude of the
Mossad's discovery. This is possibly one of the greatest coups in the history
of espionage.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/12246/trump-conditions-iran-deal

ISIS
ISIS Group Warns of Knife-Wielding Terrorists on
Commercial Flights
The pro-ISIS group that in January depicted the invasion of Washington
and in February declared "Paris before Rome," depicting a terrorist
invasion that began with cells in the countryside outside Paris before
attacking the city, circulated a warning online to commercial aviation. "You
will be an easy prey," the poster warned in English, French and Arabic.
https://pjmedia.com/homeland-security/isis-group-warns-of-knife-wieldingterrorists-on-commercial-flights/

Ex-Islamic State jihadi says the group will retool
and return with an “obsession” for US
A central tenet of ISIS’s brainwashing of new followers is its singular focus
on the United States, Hamza said, in what he described as an “obsession”
with America. The ideology driving ISIS was “not going to stop,” and had
permeated some circles so deeply that it would be next to impossible to
defeat.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/05/ex-islamic-state-jihadi-says-thegroup-will-retool-and-return-with-an-obsession-for-us

Netherlands
Geert Wilder’s Party for Freedom (PVV) threatened
with prosecution for airing a video that bluntly
describes Islam
Wilders responded to the commotion on Twitter. “No one will stop me from
proclaiming the truth about Islam. No charges, no death threats, no alQaeda, no cowardly fellow politicians, no mosque associations. No one.
Never. Islam is an existential danger for the Netherlands and our freedom”
he tweeted.
http://barenakedislam.com/2018/03/19/netherlands-geert-wilders-partyfor-freedom-pvv-threatened-with-prosecution-for-airing-a-video-thatbluntly-describes-islam/

Norway
Norway to consider banning 'annoying and
inappropriate' Muslim call to prayer
A Norwegian politician says he 'doesn't give a toss' about human rights,
mosques should be banned from broadcasting the call to prayer. 'What I
care about is that people get peace and quiet in their neighbourhoods, and
that means not being disturbed by the call to prayer. He rejected
arguments that banning the religious announcement being played over
loudspeakers would violate the European Convention on Human Rights.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5655789/Norway-considerbanning-annoying-inappropriate-Muslim-call-prayer.html

A Murder in the Mountains by Bruce Bawer
At present it certainly seems likely that she was the victim of an honor
killing. Indeed, she appears to have done pretty much everything a Muslim
woman can do to merit cold-blooded slaughter under sharia law: she left
her husband, took her child with her, lived alone without a male guardian
or chaperone, attended language classes (probably in the company of
infidels), and aspired to an independent life and career in a free, secular
country. And her ex-husband, by all indications, killed her for it.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/269955/murder-mountains-brucebawer

United Kingdom
Multicultural Wales Gets First Female Genital
Mutilation Clinic
The National Society for the Protection of Cruelty to Children (NSPCC)
estimates there are as many as 137,000 victims of FGM throughout the
United Kingdom. However, the authorities have yet to bring a single
successful prosecution for the practice since it was criminalised more than
30 years ago, with the police making a number of dubious statements with
respect to the crime being “nuanced” and arrests “unlikely to benefit [the]
child” — generating significant public backlash, but no observable changes.
http://www.breitbart.com/london/2018/05/04/mwales-first-female-genitalmutilation-clinic-thousands-victims

United States
Report Exposes Connections Between “Muslim
Advocacy Day” and Terror Operatives
Islamists with direct ties to terrorism are walking the halls of Congress.
Treating Islamists as American Islam’s rightful leaders threatens America's
national security, legitimizes extremism, and discourages the voices of
moderate American Muslims. Middle East Forum calls on Congressional
offices to refuse all meetings with these Islamist organizations and

operatives, pending a full investigation into their ties to extremism and
terror.
https://www.meforum.org/articles/2018/report-exposes-connectionsbetween-muslim-advocac

Deputy Consul General of Israel Allegedly Forced
Out of Uber Ride For Speaking Hebrew on Phone
The Deputy Consul General of Israel was kicked out a Uber taxi in the
middle of the highway. “Ten minutes into my ride with no prior interaction
between the driver and myself, it took only two words in Hebrew to get my
driver [to] start yelling at me ‘Get the $#@* out of my car!'”
https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2018/05/03/deputy-consul-general-of-israelallegedly-forced-out-of-uber-ride-for-speaking-native-language/

Florida: Muslim who killed girlfriend & daughter,
screamed “Allahu akbar,” complains of “attack on
my good name”
The man accused of shooting, stabbing and beating his girlfriend, 9-yearold daughter and 8-year-old son, killing all but the boy, expressed concern
that his good name is imperiled. Sheriff’s investigators reported that Oneal
killed girlfriend Kenyatta Barron and their daughter, Ron’Niveya Oneal, six
weeks ago and critically injured son Ronnie Oneal IV. As he was placed in a
patrol car, Oneal shouted “Allah Akbar,” authorities said.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/05/florida-muslim-who-killed-girlfriendand-daughter-and-screamed-allahu-akbar-complains-of-attack-on-mygood-name

Other Articles
The Crusades are Nothing Like Jihad
The Crusades were a response to 450 years of Islamic attacks into the
West. There is no historical refutation of that fact. Christian doctrine does
not define war as intrinsically evil, but allows for “Just War” as a necessary
action to restore just peace.

https://www.understandingthethreat.com/the-crusades/

French psychiatrist denies link between mental
illness and jihad terror
The Muslims who choose to practice these doctrines are fueled by religious
zeal, and are promised rewards in paradise as mujahideen martyrs. They
are not mentally ill; they are indoctrinated, and have chosen a path. They
are further inspired by hate preachers and leaders, such as Turkish
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, who envisions a revived Ottoman Empire;
the Supreme Leader of Iran, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei; and the leader of the
Islamic State, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, who has a PhD in Islamic Studies.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2018/05/french-psychiatrist-denies-linkbetween-mental-illness-and-jihad-terror

The Atlantic recoils at “shocking” call for deletion
of Koran verses calling for ‘murder of Jews,
Christians and disbelievers’
In its attack on the French manifesto calling for deletion of Koran verses
calling for “murder of Jews, Christians and disbelievers,” The Atlantic takes
the side of outraged Muslim leaders. The Atlantic sounds more like ISIS
than an American magazine covering news and analysis on politics,
business, culture. Incredible. The Atlantic viciously attacks my colleagues
and me with lies, smear and defamation all in the cause of Islamic jihad.
This piece lays bare their perfidy and betrayal of freedom, equality and
Western values.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/05/atlantic-promotes-quranic-genocidejews.html/

The Atlantic article:

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/05/france-deleteverses-quran/559550/

Surrender is not an option
What we are saying is that Islam is at war with us and the free people of
the world. We are saying we shouldn’t surrender. We should reject in no
uncertain terms their historical ultimatum of aslam taslam (surrender,

become Muslim, and you will have peace). We refuse to become Muslims.
And no, thank you, we don’t want your peace. We should do all we can to
defeat this menace.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/04/imani-surrender-to-islam-no-option.html/

Threats to Apostates "Most Severe" in Muslim
Countries and Beyond
In Iran, Iraq, Qatar, the Maldives, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE, for instance,
apostasy – either leaving Islam for another religion or declaring oneself
unreligious – is punishable by death. Even advocating secularism is illegal
in these and many other countries, the Freedom of Thought report points
out. Such threats are not limited to the Muslim world, however, as the
2015 killings of the Charlie Hebdo editors made clear. Non-Muslims
perceived to have attacked Islam as well as Muslim apostates in the West
such as Wafa Sultan, Ibn Warraq, Ayaan Hirsi Ali, and Salman Rushdie, live
under constant threat.
https://www.investigativeproject.org/7431/threats-to-apostates-mostsevere-in-muslim

YouTubes
Jamie Glazov and Gavin Bobby: Inside the World
of Muslim Rape Gangs
In this new edition of The Glazov Gang, we are running our special 3-part
series with Gavin Boby of the Law and Freedom Foundation. Gavin takes
us Inside the Horrifying World of Muslim Rape Gangs, unveiling the Islamic
theology that inspires them – and the shameless British cover-up that
keeps the gangs and their Islamic motivation hidden from public view.
http://jamieglazov.com/2018/04/29/glazov-gang-inside-the-world-ofmuslim-rape-gangs/

John Cardillo interviews Robert Spencer’s New
Book: History of Jihad from Muhammad to ISIS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QJx_W_ihuoY

Remembering
The Third Anniversary of the Garland, Texas Free
Speech Jihad Attacks by Pamela Geller
As for me, how am I commemorating? I am alive, that’s how. Garland
changed everything for my colleagues and me. Its personal toll has been
enormous. It has affected our lives and our careers in innumerable ways,
all of them negative. Our security costs are now astronomical. We cannot
step outside without remembering that we are hunted, and at any time
jihadis could strike at us.
https://gellerreport.com/2018/05/third-garland-attacks.html/

60 Minutes Investigates First ISIS Claimed Attack
in US and What the FBI Knew
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/terrorism-in-garland-texas-what-the-fbiknew-before-the-2015-attack/

Winning Cartoon by Bosch Fawstin
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